Date: October 23, 2019
From: ADP Global Security Organization
Subject: Phishing Campaign: "AUTOMATED DATA PROCESSING." // "Workforcenow: New sign in process." // "ADP: Do we hold your active contact?"

ADP has received reports regarding fraudulent emails being sent to ADP clients from email addresses that have the following format: <Display Name<AT>siumed\.edu> with the following subject lines: "AUTOMATED DATA PROCESSING." or "Workforcenow: New sign in process" or "ADP: Do we hold your active contact?". These emails instruct the recipient to click on a link to learn more about a new sign in process on a new secure platform.

Message Sender:
<Display Name<AT>siumed\.edu>

Message Subject:
"AUTOMATED DATA PROCESSING."
"Workforcenow: New sign in process."
"ADP: Do we hold your active contact?"

These emails do not originate from ADP and our analysis has revealed that they may contain malicious content. We're working with our fraud prevention team and anti-phishing vendor to address this incident. Please see the examples below which may vary in content and sender.

Hello,

We have updated your workforcenow signing page to a more security guaranteed platform following the increased target on HR and payroll practitioners. Please proceed to sign in below to get familiar with the new sign in process.
https://workforcenow.adp.com
Having trouble with your sign in? Contact support

Following this new development our updated terms and privacy policy will be sent out on November 1st, 2019.
For more clarification and answers to your questions contact your administrator.

Thank you
Jill Guinan
Automated Data processing
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Hello,

We have updated your WorkforceNow signing page to a more secure, guaranteed platform following the increased target on HR and payroll practitioners. Please proceed to sign in below to get familiar with the new sign in process.

https://workforcenow.adp.com

Having trouble with your sign in? Contact support

Following this new development our updated terms and privacy policy will be sent out on November 1st 2019.

For more clarification and answers to your questions contact your administrator.

Thank you

Automated Data Processing
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---

Kassandra Rickman <krickman97@siumed.edu>
ADP: Do we hold your active contact?

---

**This e-mail is from an external source, please use caution when opening attachments and executing links!**

Let us know if we hold your active contact information to avoid complication when our team needs to contact you. Please review the contact information we have for you below.

This is a means of updating contact information for security reliability and excellent customer service.

Your Email tracking number: TH04649,SLABUL6344

Review your contact information below:

https://workforcenow.adp.com/security_profile0%3emailtracking_ID-TH04649,SLABUL6344

Your security is our priority hence you will keep receiving this notification until you have taken the steps required.

Thank you

AUTOMATED DATA PROCESSING
How to Report a Phishing Email
Be alert for this fraudulent email and follow the instructions below if you receive any suspicious email.

- Do not click on any links or open any attachments within the message.
- Forward the email as an attachment to abuse@adp.com, then delete it.
- If you clicked any link or opened an attachment in the email, immediately contact your IT support.

The ADP Global Security Organization continues to actively monitor this situation. Clients are encouraged to visit our website at www.adp.com/trust to learn more about how ADP protects data, and how clients can help protect themselves. Protecting our clients and their data from malicious activity is a top priority for ADP.